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Background and Motivation

• Background

– Vehicular networks [1]

• Vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) communication

• High-rate data link 

• Ultra-reliable and low-latency communications

– MIMO systems 

• Timely and accurate CSI

– Millimeter wave systems

• Beam alignment [2]

– High mobility vehicles: frequent handovers between road site 

units (RSUs)
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Related Works

• Related works

– Exhaustive sweeping and hierarchical search [1]

• Time consuming

– Location based beamforming [2][3]

• Rely on the positioning accuracy

– Remote channel inference [4]

• Infer the beam directions based on the CSI of adjacent BSs

• Neural network based approach

• Performance degradation caused by inference delay
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System Model
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• System scenario
– V2I communication

– Beamforming at the RSUs

– Handover procedures between two RSUs

– Fast beam alignment for the target RSU

– Infer by the CSI of the source RSU

or the MBS

• High-level procedures
– Source RSU predicts the future beam 

directions of the target RSU

– Target RSU measures the inference delay

– Target RSU establishes the link using the

predicted beam directions with the measured delay

• Target
– Mapping function

– Loss function: cross entropy 



Network Architecture
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• Sequence to sequence architecture

• Pre-processing

– Fast Fourier transformation (FFT)

– Extract amplitude information

– Take the logarithm

• Encoder

– Input:  the pre-processed channel sequences 

of the source BS

– A full-connected layers 

• 256 hidden nodes, Relu

– Two long short term memory (LSTM) 

layers 

• 256 hidden nodes each

– One attention layer [1]

[1] Luong, Minh-Thang, Hieu Pham, and Christopher D. Manning. "Effective approaches to attention-based neural machine 

translation." arXiv preprint arXiv:1508.04025 (2015).



Network Architecture
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• Decoder

– Input:  target indicators of the optimal beam 
directions in future (training phase); based 
on the output of the decoder in the last time 
slot (inference phase)

– Output:  selection probabilities for different 
beam directions in future time slots

– An embedding layer, two hidden LSTM 
layers (initialed from encoder), an attention 
layer and an output layer

• Loss Function

– Cross-entropy

• Data collection

– Channel estimations at sampling points

– Crowdsourcing



Simulation Settings

• Channel Model

– Ray-tracing based simulations

• Obtain the AoA, AoD, complex im-

pulse response from Wireless InSite

• Calculate the CSI

– Carrier frequency: 28 GHz

– RSU: 1 × 32 linear antenna array, 3 meters high

– MBS: 1 × 128 linear antenna array , 22 meters high

– UE: single antenna, sampled in a 10 × 30 m grid, 0.05m spacing 

• Mobility Model

– Move in a line with fixed acceleration

– Initial speed: uniformly distributed between 10 and 15 𝑚/𝑠

– Acceleration: uniformly distributed between -3 𝑚/𝑠2 and 3 𝑚/𝑠2

– Time interval:1 ms
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Simulation Result

• Simulation Results on Ray-Tracing Channel Data

– Infer the following 50 ms based on the observations of past 50 ms

– Performance metric: normalized distance between the received signal strength 

(RSS) using inferred beamformer and optimal beamformer

– Baseline algorithm: location-based beamforming

• Calculate the AoA and AoD of the direct path based on geometry
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Simulation Result

• Simulation Results on Ray-Tracing Channel Data

– Within a 4.93% performance loss compared with the optimal beamformer

– Baseline algorithm: remote channel inference without prediction (DNN)

• Inner product of two DFT vectors

• Beamforming gain is not monotonically increasing with beam deviation

– Proposed scheme can overcome the influence of the inference delay
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Conclusions and Future work

• Conclusions

– We propose a time-sequence beamforming inference framework with low 

pilot overhead for beam alignment in high mobility scenario.

– Ray-tracing based simulations show that the proposed scheme is within a 

4.93% performance loss compared with the genie-aided optimal beamformer.

– The proposed scheme overcomes the inference delay and outperforms 

location-based beamforming.

• Future Work

– Dynamic channel scattering environment

– Diverse quality of service requirements
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Thanks!
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